A colleague heading a research group recently contacted me. The group had a piece of software that it was about to license out to a company. The software encapsulated the results of several years of work: some fancy algorithms for data manipulation. The company would take over the source code to maintain and evolve it.

My colleague wanted to know what sort of “objectively testable guarantees” he could offer the company about the source code so that the people who will be responsible for its future development “feel comfortable taking on the challenge.” Good question! A challenge indeed.

**It’s not just the functionality**

Put yourself in the shoes of the development team taking on someone else’s source code. How can you trust that the endeavor won’t turn into your worst nightmare? Sure, the science and technology underlying the software might be terrific and one of a kind, but if you can’t crack the code or understand how it’s organized, you won’t be able to reap the technology’s benefits. Not a good prospect, especially if you have just paid a sizeable chunk of money to acquire the technology.

My colleague wisely acknowledged that functionality is only part of the equation about trusting a piece of code. The other part, of course, is knowing that the code is comprehensible. His email solicited my opinion about some criteria that he had come up with (in italics).

**Coding standards: The beginning**

The software should be written according to a coding standard. This is a good starting point. To begin with, a coding standard improves the source code’s appearance and thus its readability. His communication referred mostly to this aspect of a coding standard. But there’s much more to coding standards than rules about proper white-spacing and nesting—in fact, most development environments nowadays provide decent formatting capabilities. Other factors are more central. For example, consistent and as-recommended usage of native language constructs comes to mind. Another is adherence to language idioms and micropatterns, including those regarding the use of standard libraries that provide common data structures and utilities.

My colleague suggested that all method names should be self-explanatory, at the expense of long variable names. I agree.

He also inquired: would it make sense to limit the sizes of source code components, such as classes and methods? I’m not so sure here. Besides, although guidelines regarding component sizes could be part of a coding standard, I prefer to discuss them under design quality. So, let’s move on to the next criterion.
Is the design decent?

The next step up from coding standards is design quality. The software’s design must be high quality.

Since my colleague was interested in objective evidence, let’s focus on what’s measurable. A noble goal, but easier set than achieved.

A variety of source-code metrics capture low-level design attributes, collectively known as internal quality. These metrics attempt to measure the cognitive complexity of the code base, expressed by such proxies as the components’ raw sizes, structural or control flow complexity, coherence, and coupling. Research has shown that some of these correlate with maintainability. As far as external quality is concerned, size measures are particularly notable: empirical evidence about their direct association with defect density and fault proneness is compelling. For object-oriented code, several commercial and open source tools exist to compute a variety of code metrics. If you have data that can serve as a benchmark—say, in-house code that you believe is of an acceptable level of maintainability and reliability—you could make comparisons based on such measurements.

Going back to my colleague’s question regarding the sensibility of placing caps on class and method sizes, how do you know whether a given value of a code metric is good or bad? Do universally meaningful ranges exist? Sadly, empirical evidence refutes any threshold effects. For example, researchers haven’t been able to discover how large such classes or methods can get before incurring a steep maintainability or reliability penalty.

You could also try to gauge whether the code is well refactored. Among other things, well-refactored code is free of replicated segments. Code replication, also known as cloning, is a bad sign. It’s known to be correlated negatively with maintainability. You could run a code analysis tool to discover the extent of redundancy in the code base; if redundancy is low, this could give you some confidence in the software’s design quality.

In sum, design quality is elusive to assess objectively, but that doesn’t mean you have to throw up your hands and give up. If you use code metrics or clone analysis, however, beware of their limitations. Lack of universal thresholds and proper benchmarks in particular restrict code metrics’ practicality for design quality assessment.

How much documentation?

Succinct and useful documentation must accompany the software. Actually, my colleague first suggested something along the lines that the documentation should be extensive. But I’m skeptical about such a stipulation. So, I took the liberty of replacing the not-so-useful qualifier “extensive” with the slightly more useful qualifier “useful.” Whether extensive documentation, or any documentation for that matter, is useful to developers depends on its kind, form, traceability, and, most importantly, accuracy.

Let’s examine two documentation-related myths.

Source code—in particular, the interfaces of all public methods—should be extensively commented. My colleague wanted to know whether this would make sense. As someone who immediately turns off the autocomment features each time I install a new version of my favorite integrated development environment, I’d have to say no. I don’t think my aversion to blanket commenting of source code is unfounded. Although autogeneration of documentation from marked-up source code might achieve a certain level of traceability and save time, can it guarantee usefulness? The following segment is obviously silly but should illustrate the point:

```java
public Id getTransactionId(...) {
    return order.getId();
}
```
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your Design Values,” Jan./Feb. 2007) will give you additional ideas about alternate forms of documentation that different design approaches offer.

Done with documentation? Not so fast.

What about the software’s evolutionary trace? That is, baselines of previous versions, requirements in whatever form they were tracked (use cases, scenarios, user stories, or whatever), bug and issue reports, and such. Of course, you used the proper tools to record all this information. You have it at your disposal, and you can browse through it, examine it, or mine it if needed.

No salvation without regression tests

A comprehensive suite of regression tests must accompany the software. How the acquirer of a piece of source code can do without this is unthinkable to me. Here the qualifier comprehensive actually means something. My colleague originally inquired about pairing each module and use-case with a black-box test suite. He was referring to acceptance tests. I’d recast his suggestion as having an acceptance test suite that exercises all identified external functionality. Also throw in integration and system tests.

There’s more. Can you change the code without your knuckles going white by relying only on acceptance tests? Enter unit tests. Yes, you want them, and you want them to have high code coverage. If unit tests exist, you can assess their coverage with commercial or open source tools. When the code breaks, they might indeed prove to be the new owner’s salvation. Their existence is also a sign of testable code. If it’s testable to begin with, chances are that you can keep it testable.

D o these criteria collectively constitute a definitive, objective trademark of good software? Are they always necessary and sufficient? Of course not. But at least if you’re taking over the ownership of a piece of code, they should let you sleep better, I hope! Let me know what you think at hakan.erdogmus@computer.org.
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